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There is no agreed upon definition of a special function. However one can think of special 

functions as particular mathematical functions that have more or less established names and 

notations due to their importance in mathematical analysis, functional analysis, physics, or 

other applications. This talk focuses on the following fundamental question, which naturally 

arises in the study of special functions: given a collection of special functions are there any 

non-trivial algebraic relations among them? Functional transcendence is the study of the 

nonexistence of such non-trivial algebraic relations. As an example, it can be proven that 

there are no non-trivial algebraic relations between log x and exp x. This is a special case of 

a theorem due to Ax which reduces all algebraic relations between functions and their 

exponentials to very simple linear relations among the functions. Using ideas from model 

theory - a branch of mathematical logic - far reaching generalizations of Ax's theorem 

involving other special functions have been conjectured and in many cases proved. In this 

talk, I will explain these ideas and also discuss progress made on some of those problems. 
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